Dropship
Program

Synchronicity
Dropship Program
With our dropshipping program, you can give your eCommerce
business the power of Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil without any of
the hassles of retail management. You won’t need to maintain an
inventory or incur any other overhead costs, and our warehouse
team will scale with your success. Simply add Synchronicity to
your eCommerce site, and we’ll take care of order fulfillment.
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Why Dropship with
Synchronicity?
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We put a lot of care into our Dropshipping program because we
know that our success is your success. Our team is always available to work with you directly, helping your business flourish with
our expert guidance. We treat our partners like valued colleagues.
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We also try to make it as easy as possible. Our brand guidelines
will provide you with the most effective and accurate language you
can use to demonstrate the benefits of Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil.
We also provide images, banners, and all the other creatives you
need to get the message across.
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Finally, we support many shopping cart platforms with minimal
configuration—BigCommerce, Shopify, WooCommerce, Magento, SquareSpace, CSCart, PrestaShop, OpenCart, ZenCart, and
3DCart. If you are not running one of these supported platforms,
please contact us directly and we will evaluate whether or not we
can develop a customized solution to integrate with your software.
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Why Choose
Synchronicity?
We’re a completely vertically integrated company, scrutinizing our
product every step of the way, from plant to bottle. You can be
assured that you’re aligned with a premium brand.

Plus! Don’t forget
that you get 40%
commission on
every purchase as
a Drop Shipper.

Dropship Program

Our proprietary variety of hemp has optimized genetics, providing
the best ratio of beneficial nutrients. Our crop is grown on a sustainable farm in Colorado. In our cGMP-certified lab, we infuse our
plants with organic coconut or MCT oil, with a gentle process that
doesn’t eliminate any valuable compounds.
We’re confident enough in our product that we offer a 60-day
satisfaction guarantee.
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The Details
A Guide for Dropship Success

Thanks for applying to join our Drop Ship Program. We are truly
excited to partner with you and wanted to give you more information before we partner.
Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil is a hot topic these days and the FDA is
involved in regulating what we can and can’t say. Please read the
below guide to help guide you and never hesitate to reach out if
you have any questions.
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Brand Story

The Full Story on Synchronicity Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil
The highest quality, one-sourced, and most certified hemp oil products you can
find anywhere.
Next time you hear “they” or “others,” tell you about CBD, don’t just quietly accept any story ‘they” tell you. Demand the full story. You see, “they” are the CBD
companies trading on the half stories and half-truths and charging you full price
for a product that won’t give you a full effect.
At Synchronicity, we believe you should know and understand the full story
behind Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil – and its benefits. First, CBD is just part of the
hemp plant, and not all hemp plants are created equal. The best are loaded with
compounds called cannabinoids and terpenes. CBD is only one of these compounds and one of the reasons CBD can’t deliver the full effect, but there are
nearly 100 others. And when all of these natural compounds work together with
your body, they create something called The Entourage Effect. This is the full
effect of Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil. Simply put, CBD can’t do this alone.
Synchronicity is a pioneer in the Hemp and CBD industry. Our patent-pending,
phytonutrient-dense plants are naturally bred and sustainably farmed. Our gentle hand-pressed and patent-pending process protects the plant and ensures all
the best stuff is available to your body. CBDs can’t do this – “they” source their
ingredients from “others” and use a harsh chemical extraction process to get
the CBD element. Synchronicity is a once-sourced, full-spectrum product. From
seed-to-plant-to-bottle, the people at Synchronicity are the only ones to nurture
and handle the product’s process – ensuring the highest quality.
We’ve taken the best of what nature and science have to offer and created a...
range of topicals and ingestibles to aid with sleep, anxiety, skincare, chronic
pain, and muscle recovery.
Synchronicity Full Spectrum Hemp Oil products are sustainable, one-sourced,
and the most certified hemp product you can find anywhere. So when “they” or
“others” compromise their story and products, Synchronicity will always give
you the full story and set the standard for natural remedies.
Discover the best of what nature and science can offer with Synchronicity’s full
line of ingestibles and topicals to remedy sleep, anxiety, skincare, chronic pain,
and muscle recovery.
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Say This, Not That
Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil not CBD (to emphasize that it is not an isolate product)
Whole-Plant Lipid Infusion not concentrate (reiterate that it is not from concentrate)
Gentle hand-pressed processing not extraction process or method
Sustainable farming not organic (don’t use “o” word until we have certification)
Recognized as the qualifying standard for the cannabis genome sequence by
NCBI not certified (when referring to our hemp genetics, there is no certification
for this)
May support the ECS in its functions not will help or treat any specific symptom or condition -- very important that we do not make any medical claims!
We have two decades of experience cultivating our proprietary plants, not 20
years of experience…
Gently infused with MCT oil for maximum absorption and then hand-pressed
not we use MCT oil
Suggested serving size not dosage

Use Our
Disclaimer

Use our disclaimer whenever we make anything close to a claim. Examples are
blog posts, emails, website pages, etc. Typical use will be at the bottom of the
marketing collateral in a small font size.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Consult your healthcare provider before use. Keep out of reach of children. If nursing
or pregnant, consult with your healthcare provider before use.
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Use Our
Trademarks
Synchronicity™ - use when appropriate
LipidTrans™ - our unique lipid infusion process
True Entourage Effect™ - the more profound beneficial effects received from
a full spectrum of compounds working together in the body vs. only one compound
Feel The Full Effect™ - main tagline
Wellness Through Oneness™ - alternative tagline that is more mission-focused
Ask Your Body™ - alternative tagline encouraging people to self-evaluate the
personal benefit they receive from hemp oil

Use Our Styling

Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil - Use hyphen and capitalize the first letter of the four
words
Hemp Oil - No hyphen but capitalize the first letter of both words
Whole-Plant - Use hyphen and capitalize the first letter of both words
Proprietary Blend of Infused Full-Spectrum Hemp Oil (Organic)(from aerial
parts)- Use this format when mentioning our Hemp Oil in ingredient listings
Organic (ingredient)- When listing ingredients, “organic” precedes ingredient

Synchronicity™ vs synchronicity™ - Use a capital letter when the brand is in
the context of a paragraph or other text block. Do not use a capital letter when
the brand text is by itself.
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Frequently Asked
Questions
How does the Synchronicity
Dropshipping Program work?
We’ll ask you for some basic information and
provide our guidelines and terms, so we can
make sure that we’re a great fit for each other.
Once your application is reviewed and approved, the on-boarding process will begin.
How do I get paid?
Receiving your commissions is automatic
and easy! Your payment due for the previous
month will be issued the 15th business day
of each month and deposited directly to your
bank account or debit card within 2-5 days for
U.S. affiliates (outside of the U.S. it may take
up to 14 days).

How much can I earn?
There’s no limit. Period.
How old must I be to participate in the
Synchronicity Dropshipping Program?
You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in the Dropshipping Program.
Can I be a partner outside of the United
States?
Not yet. However, we encourage you to reach
out to explore the possibilities.

Have Questions? We’re here to help: hello@synchronicityhempoil.com or 833-600-0732
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